Dr. Yan on Tucker Carlson’s Tonight Show:
SARS-CoV-2 virus is not from the nature.
It is a man-made virus, created in the lab.

【English】
Tucker Carlson (YouTube)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qFlqXPl_hZQ

G-Translators Simultaneous Interpretation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qk0VvniZK3M

G-Translators film (Subtitled)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s4JYYwetspI
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[Tucker:]
Li-Meng Yan is the virologist, who said she has evidence about where this pandemic
actually came from. We’re happy to have her on tonight.
Doctor, thanks so much for coming on.
[Dr Yan:]
Hi Tucker, thank you
[Tucker:]
Thank you, I know that you’ve published some of your research. You're planning on
publishing more soon. Give us, for a non-scientific audience a summary of why you
believe this virus came from a Lab in Wuhan, please.
[Dr Yan:]
Okay, briefly, from my first report.
I can present solid scientific evidence to our audience that this virus, COVID-19,
SARS-CoV-2 virus COVID-19SARS-CoV-2 actually is not from the nature.
It is a man-made virus, created in the lab. Based on the China Military discovered
and owned the very unique, bat coronavirus, which cannot affect people, but after
the modification become the very harmful virus at now.
So, I have evidence to show: why they can do it? What they have done? How did
they do it?
[Tucker:]
So, what you're saying is much more sinister even than we’ve suggested in this
show?! Than Tom Cottons, than almost anyone suggested?！
You are saying that the Chinese government manufactured this virus, if I'm hearing
you correctly. That's what you're saying?!
[Dr. Yan]
Yes exactly. Based on the virus genome, is basically like our fingerprint. So you can
see the very unusual characters in their genome, which clearly based on the
evidence they left during the modification, we can say, finally this is exactly the one
(that) comes from their own special bat coronavirus, and then target(s) human.
[Tucker:]
What's your alleging is shocking! More even than I anticipated when we invited you
on!
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So I just want to ask most obvious question, which is this genome presumably is in
the possession of many researchers around the world. Why is nobody saying this, if
it's true?
[Dr. Yan:]
Yeah, why there is nobody wants to say it?! It’s because of the big suppression
come from the Chinese Communist Party government and also their friends in
scientific world!!!
So basically this is very clear that this virus is like Frankenstein. So it created those
things like basically: a cow has deer's head, has rabbits ear, and also has monkey
hand! So, they can never get it from the nature! And there was evidence left in the
genome!
But the scientific world also keep silence - worked together with Chinese Communist
Party! They don't want people to know this truth! Also that's why I got suspended, I
get suppression! I am the target that Chinese Communist Party want me
disappeared!
[Tucker:]
You are a brave person!
I am giving the benefit of the doubt: assuming you're not an anti-Chinese racist, so
it's not clear why Twitter would shut you down? And why you're being ignored by the
rest of US media?
Let me ask you a couple questions: why would the Chinese government intentionally
create a virus like this?
[Dr Yan:]
Okay, if you want to know the exact motive, exact idea, I think people have to come
to ask them, ask (China) Communist Party why did they do it? Because they are the
one to do it. We cannot always understand their evil thinking. You have to come to
ask them.
But what we see already prove that they have done that. It harmed everyone in the
world, lead to the historic pandemic, involving everyone.
[Tucker:]
How do you believe this virus made its way from the lab of Wuhan outside, to the
rest of the world?
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[Dr. Yan:]
Okay, first as I said, I have this kind of solid scientific evidence, and also my next
report will come out soon to make you fully understand (what) it is.
The other thing is, I work in the WHO Reference Lab, which is the top coronavirus
lab in the world, in the University of Hong Kong. And the things that I got deeply into
such investigation in secret from the early beginning of this outbreak, I had my
Intelligence. Because I also got my own unique network in China, involve the
hospital, institute and also government. Also I work with the top coronavirus virologist
in the world.
So together, with my experience - I can tell you, this is created in a Lab. This is from
that template owned by China Military and also it is spread to the world
to make such damage.
[Tucker:]
To make such damage?!
Do you believe the Chinese government released this intentionally? On purpose？
Did they do this?
[Dr. Yan:]
Yes, of course is intentionally! And even not need more evidence, you already can
see what they try to cover up from the early beginning. As I revealed in different
(media) before. And also what else they have done: like making the fabricated virus
to throw out nature origins theory; censorship everything that every evidence point to
the lab origins.
And also clearly tried to make people, like me, want to talk about the truth get
disappeared.
[Tucker:]
You know, it's hard to be shocked in a moment like this, but you succeeded in
shocking me, unfortunately! This is not the forum for the details of your research. I
don't have the grounding necessary to ask you the right questions.
This is when you wish for a functioning media
Because what you just said completely changes everything. We think we know about
the pandemic that’s wrecking our country. So, I really hope, sincerely that you will be
doing many interviews in American Media, and explaining this, in much greater
detail.
I hope you'll come back here.
Doctor, thank you so much!
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[Dr Yan:]
Thank you, everyone needs to know the truth!
[Tucker:]
Yeah, shocking!
Thank you.
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